To those interested about the activities of the “INTERNATIONAL MEDICAL OLYMPICUS ASSOCIATION”

We are pleased to inform you that according to one of the seven rules suggested by the Advisors Committee during the previous Olympiad, we have obtained from UEMS-EACCME 20 educational points to be awarded to the participants of the 5th Olympiad. This is a great advantage for all the participants in the Olympiad due to it’s international importance.

We hope that this will be easier for you to suggest to your colleagues to participate in the 5th Olympiad and the Workshop about Medical Statistics.

We remind you that you can suggest a subject like: “The best treatment for breast cancer or for lung cancer etc.” for a scientific contest so that the best of these papers will receive a prize, named by the person who will organize this scientific contest. For more information please let us know.

Please notice that according to our new constitution the official name of our Association is “International Medical Olympicus Association”.

In our website you may find the updated Information Booklet of the 5th International Medical Olympiad.

We hope that by your cooperation we shall have a very successful 5th Olympiad for the sake of a better diagnosis and treatment for those needed.
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